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Theme: Wholeness      
Topic: Rebirth       
UU Source #6: The harmony of nature and the sacred circle of life 
 
UU Message: Wholeness is not always about restoring things to their original state; it’s about taking the 

broken pieces and making something new. New things emerge from what is broken. Brokenness is a 

source of rebirth. 

Practice: The work of picking up the pieces and creating something new. The work of rising from the 

ashes.  

Reflections Prop: an egg (hard boiled) 
Today and tomorrow are Easter and Earth Day. Both holidays have to do with our theme of wholeness. 

The egg can be a symbol of wholeness. The egg is one thing, and then we change it by boiling it, and 

change it again by cracking it open. (Crack the egg shell) Each change makes it a different thing. And we 

can’t change it back into a raw egg once we have cooked it and broken it. Wholeness is not about 

restoring something to its original state. It is about taking broken pieces and making something new, like 

egg salad! For Easter, the thing that was broken was Jesus. He was executed on a cross. We don’t 

believe that he came back just as he was, a living, breathing person. He came back as a message. His 

message has been carried forward to this day of love, kindness, and tolerance. For Earth Day, the thing 

that “breaks” might be the dying of plants and insects in winter, and then the rebirth, or coming back, of 

something new - a new plant, new leaves, new flowers, new insects. Even animal babies are new. Things 

change and come out differently. The flowers grow in a different way. The leaves on the trees look a 

little different. Even you are one year older and are not the same as you were last year.  

 
Activity: Hard Boiled Eggs 

 Remove the shell from the Hard-Boiled Eggs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3RtO_i5ty0 
Keep the shells for the Wholeness Egg Shell Mosaic, below. To make something new from that which is 
broken. Make a snack out of the hard-boiled egg - egg salad, for instance or just slice and serve with salt 
and pepper. Reflect on how something that is broken (the shell) is turned into something that is new (an 
art medium) just like Jesus died at Easter and he became a new message of love, kindness and 
tolerance. 
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